Quantitative assessment of temporal and spatial ventricular wall motion in normal and infarcted human left ventricles.
A new integrated method for quantitating temporal and spatial systolic wall motion heterogeneity was developed and applied in 15 normal subjects and 26 patients with previous myocardial infarction (MI). After frame by frame digitizing, right anterior oblique left cineventriculograms (LV) were analyzed with 90 spaced radii. For each radius shortening fractions at sequential systolic time points relative to end diastole were correlated with corresponding normalized time points using linear regression method, yielding the radial correlation coefficient (r) and the radial regression slope (b) for temporal and spatial information. High radial r values with small standard deviations were observed in normal LV (0.972 +/- 0.016) and in non-MI regions (0.964 +/- 0.018), indicating temporally homogeneous radial shortening. A significant temporal heterogeneity in wall motion was demonstrated in MI regions (0.480 +/- 0.304) (p less than 0.001). In comparison with normal b values (0.449 +/- 0.106), there were decreased b values in MI regions (0.203 +/- 0.211) (p less than 0.001) and increased b values in non-MI regions (0.695 +/- 0.213) (p less than 0.001), suggesting hypokinetic and compensative hyperkinetic contraction in corresponding regions. Thus, temporal and spatial wall motion throughout systole could be assessed quantitatively by the present computer-assisted method with two simple integrated parameters.